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increasing interest
in Africa in recent times. American missionary involvement in
Africa especially from lay missionaries is evidently on the increase
and many American Catholic institutions are also trying to find
ways to engage Africa in a more meaningful and sustained way.
One of the most significant official indications of this new concern
for Africa is the 2001 pastoral letter of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops, A Call to Solidarity with Africa: A
Statement of the US Catholic 'Bishops. This paper is based mostly
on this pastoral letter of the Bishops of the United States. There are
three major parts to my paper. In the first part I present an overview
of the letter of the US bishops. The second part is a deeper
reflection on some of the points the bishops raise in their letter. In
the third and final part I take the letter of the bishops a step further
by discussing an issue the bishops simply hinted at but did not talk
about, namely, the question of solidarity between Africans and

The American Catholic
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community

has shown

Various versions of this paper have been presented to audiences at the
of Notre Dame (specifically a sub committee of the Notre Dame

University

Board of trustees, the board of trustees of the Institute for Church Life at the
University of Notre Dame, the preparatory commission for the dialogues on
solidarity with Africa, and the faculty of the theology department at Notre

Dame), in Washington D.C. under the auspices of the USCCB department for

migration; at the Catholic Theological Union in Chicago where I
Augustus Tolton Lecturer for 2005; and at the workshop on solidarity
Africa organized by the office for black Catholic ministries in the diocese of

refugees
was

with

and

the

Sacramento, California, from June 16-18, 2005.
various
2

presentations

Odozor's

Readings

recent

some

of the

publications

insights

include

ill the Catholic Tradition

Press, 2001) and

Moral

Theology

core

Sexuality. Marriage

of this paper.
and

Family:

( Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame
in All

Age Of Renewal: A Study of The
University of Notre Dame

Catholic Tradition Since Vatican J 1 (Notre Dame:

Press, 2003).

I have borrowed from these

which constitute the
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their African-American brothers and sisters. I

currently

live in the

United States. And from my vantage point here in the US I am
convinced that the relationship between Africans and African

Americans deserves

more

attention than it is

A Call to

now

getting.

Solidarity with Africa Highlights
The Call to Solidarity with Africa arises from the recognition that
all is not well with Africa, or to put it in street language, that Africa
-

shape.:' The drafters of this text seem to be concerned

is in very bad
with three basic

questions.

The first is how

a

continent

so

richly

blessed could be in such poor shape. The second question is how
the continent can be prevented from total annihilation. The third
issue is the

question

of how the rest of the world

the riches that Africa has to share. In
first

the

searching

can

for

benefit from

answers

note that while some

to the

of Africa's

question
bishops wisely
problems have deep historical roots in Africa's past, many of the
problems have more recent origins. However, almost all of these
3

This letter was part of the millennium project during which the Church as a
whole, and in its various parts, took time to rethink our way of being Church and

tried to find ways of living the gospel ever more faithfully. In a world that was
the achievements of the human community, and of the contributions

celebrating

of the Christian faith to that achievement, Africa appeared to be left out. The
appeared to many like a poor cousin amidst so many rich and
prosperous relatives, a poor Lazarus infested with sores from head to toe forever
continent

begging from the crumbs that fell from the rich neighbour's table. In response to
the Bishops' letter, the university of Notre Dame undertook a series of
consultations on Africa with a view to finding ways the Church and the people of
the United States of America can enter into mutually fruitful relationships with
Africa. The first of these meetings took place in October 2002 when a small
delegation of Africans came to Notre Dame to initiate a dialogue between the
University and the African Churches based on the text of the bishops' letter. The
next gathering took place in September 2003. This meeting brought together
many politicians (including the President of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo),
academics, policy experts, clergy, religious and other people from all walks of
life, in an unprecedented effort to discuss Africa, the challenges it faces, and the
promise it holds for the entire human family, and to find ways of supporting the
continent in its struggles. A third conference was held in Nigeria from January 59, 2004. This meeting was a continuation of the discussion already begun at
Notre Dame during the two previous conferences. Fifty one persons from the
US, including thirty two from Notre Dame, made this trip.
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problems are structural in that they have continued to be fostered
by a spirit of denial and inattentiveness. And because these
problems have been unchecked and unattended to, they have
robbed the peoples of Africa of the ability to live in peace and
prosperity and they continue to threaten the integral development
of the peoples and nations of Africa.
The bishops list the following as historical or current issues
that have wreaked

or

which continue to wreak havoc

The first of these issues

"Slavery,

a

listed

as

system fundamentally'

the

by

bishops

on

is

Africa.

slavery.

evil and base, stole from the

African continent many of its most precious
women, and children. Millions of people were

resources:

men,

forcibly uprooted

from their families and communities to lands and conditions

so

alienating
dehumanizing that words cannot convey the depths
of their suffering." The bishops not only acknowledge that this
and

phenomenon

has devastated Africa,

they

also note the role of the

United States in this saga: "Our nation (US), still lives with the
effect of this evil. Our own people still bear slavery's scars and live

history a history that has not yet been fully acknowledged or
entirely reconciled." The bishops go on to argue that America's
responsibility to overcome the legacy of slavery and racism should
its

-

be reflected in America's domestic and international
Other historical and current
to the

causes

of Africa's

programs."

problems, according

colonialism, corruption, bad and
inefficient governance, issues of land use and agrarian reforms,
poverty, hunger, disease, crushing international debt, HIV/AIDS,
conflicts and insecurity on the continent, the manipulation of

Bishops' pastoral letter,

religious

and cultural

are

identity

to

gain

and consolidate

political,

social and economic control, ethnic strife even among Christian
faithful, and conflicts over resource control, etc. The issues are

legion. The summary
Nigerian would say

of it is that Africa is in trouble, or
in one of those historically laden

lamentations: "trouble

dey for Katanga."

as

the

short

One obvious aspect of this text is the generosity and balance
with which it approaches the reality on the continent. For example,

4

A Call to

Solidarity

with

Africa, p.lO-iI.
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Africa

hand

they note the many challenges facing Africa
Bishops carefully note on the other hand the

one

the

and

contributions of the African Church in its ancient and
incarnations

to

the

growth

of

the

Christian

more

faith

recent

and

the

contributions of Africa, past and present, to human civilization.
They also show appreciation for the contributions of the more

arrivals from Africa

and

priests to the
growth
being
particular. "The
experience and wisdom of all this people," they say, "can help
provide direction and momentum to our efforts to preach the
Gospel and to promote justice, peace, human rights, and full human
development in Africa'" On the African continent itself, the
recent

and well

-

laity, religious

of the US Church in

bishops point out that governments, Churches and other
organizations are doing so much to bring succour to the peoples of
the continent. These, the bishops argue, constitute signs of hope in
Africa today.
Realistically, however, these signs are overwhelmingly
overshadowed by many indications of death. Africa faces many
challenges that must be sincerely acknowledged and realistically
dealt with. The questions are: why should anyone outside the
continent, especially Americans care? And what anyone can do?
The bishops answer the first question by pointing out that we all
share a common humanity and it is the Christian thing, on the basis
of our common humanity, to work to stop any erosions of respect
for human dignity wherever this occurs. The suffering in Africa
constitutes an affront to human dignity, properly so-called. The
situation of dire need and desolation among many Africans invites
the Church to exercise a prophetic role. The first task, as the

bishops see it, is to help Africa find a voice in the world
community. Africa needs help at least on the grounds of what one
may refer to as enlightened self-interest. Say the bishops, "The
immensity of poverty, violence, disease, and despair, particularly in
sub-Saharan Africa, threatens the stability and security of the
international community." The promotion of international common
good "will help all peoples live in peace and security."
5

Ibid., p.9
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Furthermore, the Church in the US is particularly interested in
Africa, the bishops say, because there is a mutual bond which
exists between the American Church and the African Churches

on

the basis of the faith in the life, death and resurrection of the Lord
Jesus. In this regard, there is recognition that the universal
character of the Christian faith and

identity

transcends national

boundaries and calls everyone to live in solidarity and justice with
peoples everywhere. Finally, the bishops argue that the unique
of the United Sates in the world

today as one of the
wealthiest nations on earth imposes on it an obligation to the
world's poor. This position imposes on it the moral obligation to
commit a substantial portion of its resources for poverty alleviation
among the poorest peoples.
To arouse the conscience of the American people, as it were,
to the plight of Africa, the bishops partially note the role the United
States has played in creating or fostering some of the current
problems in Africa. They recall, for example, the way Africa was
used by America in the Cold war era to fight proxy wars with the
Soviet Union. Even though, they did not go into detail here, they
could have easily pointed to Ethiopia, Angola, Congo Kinshasa,
Mozambique, among others to show the lingering effects of the
cold-war policies of both the United States and the then Soviet
Union on Africa's past and present. The Bishops argue that even
though the Cold war era is gone, the United Sates must not forget
or abandon Africa or write the continent off as having little
relevance to its strategic needs. So, the first task is political.
position

Africa's interests must not be written off and Africa's voices

silenced

as

The

inconsequential

second

economic. In this

in the international forum.

being in solidarity with Africa
regard, the bishops state that America's lack
aspect

to

is

of

serious attention to the needs of Africa is scandalous.

Contrary to popular opinion, the US commitment in
development assistance ranks the lowest as a percentage of
gross domestic product (GDP) among the developed
nations. The US effort in sub-Saharan Africa falls far short

of

a

responsible contribution, given

the

severe nature

of the

LiS'Bishops

8

problem

The

Solidarity

With

Africa

leadership role in the world.
region, as a percentage of its
other donor countries"."

and America's

country gives

budget,

and

than

less to this

nearly

all

Our
total

argue that the US and other countries should give
to alleviate poverty in Africa. They should continue and

bishops

more

their commitments to debt relief for poorer countries; they
work more assiduously and in collaboration with the

intensify
should

the health

African countries themselves to

improve

Africa and

the diseases that devastate Africa

such

especially

to

fight

HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria,

as

recognize

the

importance

of

promoting

and

etc.

care

systems in

The

US

strengthening

must

education

in Africa. The US government and people must foster a just and
mutually beneficial trade relationship with Africa. America must

open its markets to African
the excessively high tariffs

goods as
imposed

well and reduce
on

goods

or

eliminate

from Africa. The

their government to take more active part in the
bishops
search for peace in Africa's hot spots. Specifically, they ask the

call

on

government to take an active part in the search for peace and justice
in Sudan; to contribute much more robust financial, logistical and
political support to peace-keeping efforts in Africa, to ratify the ban
on mines, to help stop arms trafficking in Africa; to work with
other international

political and financial bodies to ensure that "the
legitimate development of Africa's mineral resources does not
contribute directly or indirectly to corruption, conflict, and
repression." The transnational corporations should be held to the
highest ethical standards with regard to their business practices in
Africa. The US should assist even more forcefully in helping
African refugees and internally displaced persons.
What must the American Church and American Christians do?

First, speaking for the Church, the bishops

stress the contribution of

the United States Church to the alleviation of

suffering

in Africa

Catholic Relief Services, which devotes
through
agencies
about $140 million annually for health, agriculture, and education,
such

6

as

Ibid., p.20. Currently the US gives

aid.

out

less than 1 % of her GDP

as

international
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combating HIV/AIDS, etc in Africa. As to the individual.
Christians, the bishops recommend the following: prayer,
responsible investment, self-education and involvement in public
advocacy, diocesan and parish twinning, etc.
An Initial Assessment:

really remarkable. It is a remarkable
alL Coming from a Church whose
and interest in Africa until recently had
been rather limited to the work of a few professional religious
missionary groups, this work is interesting because it signals a
missionary awakening of the US church as Church towards Africa.
The era of otherwise increased predatory globalization has brought
the plight of the poor Lazarus to the attention of their rich cousins
in other parts of the world. This is not a bad thing. The United
States public needs to be taught to accept more responsibility for
the improvement of the life of the less privileged kids on the block
The

Bishops' document
thing that it is written
missionary involvement

is

at

named earth.
the greatest achievement of the Bishops text is that it
forces everyone to take a new and closer look at Africa. Life in

Perhaps

Africa is under attack. This
even

cliches must be taken

seems

like

seriously.

a

cliche. But sometimes

I contend,

as

the

bishops

do

in their document, that the diseases and deaths, which people talk
about with regard to Africa, are only symptoms of a deeper

malaise, which

must be addressed if we are serious about

fostering

the continent. Therefore, in the next section I
will isolate five factors for deeper analyses, factors that seem to me
a

to

culture of life

on

put life in Africa under attack. The bishops have already

mentioned

nearly

closer look if

position help

we

all these factors. Even so, I think they warrant
must really understand Africa and thus be in

the continent

overcome

its

a
a

problems.

Africa: The Issues Five Underlying Factors:
There are fi ve factors which appear to me to be at the base of much
-

of Africa's

predicament today.

These

are

leadership, God, ethnicity

and race, Africa's indebtedness, and HIV/AIDS. I am
questions could be raised as to how I arrived at this list

aware
or

why

that
the

10
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list does not include this
I

answer

and
or

that issue

offer is that the issues

can

With

Solidarity

or

we

Africa

phenomenon. The only
are dealing with in this

they encompass many others. In
other words, if Africa were to get a grip on the challenges it faces
in these areas, the transformation of the continent would be
section

are

so

fundamental that

immediate and sustained.

Leadership
Achebe, the famous Nigerian and Africa's foremost
novelist, wrote a book some years ago with the title, "The Trouble
Chinua

with

.

Nigeria."

now-famous

The first

line:

chapter

"The

the failure of

in Achebe's book starts with this

Trouble

with

Nigeria

is

simply

and

leadership.t"

What Achebe says of Nigeria is
squarely
easily applicable to every other state on the continent. One of the great
problems with Africa today has to do with leadership. There is a
critical failure of

leadership at all levels in Africa. In his book on
relationship with the rest of the world Chinweizu, the
Nigerian economist/political philosopher and critic, notes that the
leadership issue in Africa has a historical angle which dates to the last
Africa and its

four hundred years or
all along developed at

so.

Chinweizu notes that African societies had

pace that was in tandem with or in some cases
to much of the rest of the world. However, that development

superior
stopped and

in many
of
aspects

a

cases

went into reverse

due

to

critical failures in

and
leadership
foresight/innovation
the
The
was
ensuing
consequence
transparency/selfishness.
colonization of Africa and the enslavement of African peoples.
two

Here is how Chinweizu puts the matter:
We must recall that

our

invaders sounded their attack and

proud rulers sallied forth to throw them back. But at the
testing point of arms against arms, of organization against
organization, we failed. We did not muster the kind of
organization that could deliver the right weapons in
sufficient bulk and persistence to tum them back to the
seas
We had long been pathetically weak; finally our
weakness stood exposed. And all because, for the four
preceding centuries, our leaders had been preoccupied with
our

...

7

Chinua Achebe, The Trouble with

Nigeria (Heinemann, 1984), p.l
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inadequate compensations

or

none

at

all,

human and material resources, had been too busy
organizing our continent for the exploitati ve advantage of
our

Europe, had been busy with slaving raids upon one another,
too busy decorating themselves with trinkets imported from
Europe and throwing away our invaluable manhood, our
irreplaceable gold, diamonds and ivory too busy, under
variou
European inducements, impoverishing and
disorr 11 izing the land to take thought and long-range action
to l" ucct our sovereignty. And at the end of those four
-

.

I

mi sused centuries, where

our ancestors

had sowed ruinoi I"

gain, we, their descendants, reaped conquest and humbl 'Ig
indignities Four centuries, four long centuries wasted on
particularist greed, four exhausting centuries bloodily
exporting their kind, four centuries of political
disorientation and social disorganization. May their souls
sleep without rest in our memories to warn us away from
8
any repetition of their ruinous neglect.
...

Chinweizu's prayers do not seem to have been answered
because Africa's leaders are still involved in the same self-serving

brought indignities and maldevelopment
Many of Africa's leaders are as self
serving, inept and as grandiose as ever. What little gains Africa
made at the end of colonialism seem to have been wiped away.
Here is how I have previously tried to describe the situation in a
sermon I gave on Pentecost day at the Spiritan International School
of Theology, Enugu on the eve of the return to civilian rule in
Nigeria in 19999 in the presence of the state governor and some of
and ruinous

on

practices

that

much of the continent.

his functionaries.

8

Chinweizu, The West and the Rest of Us (London/Lagos: Nok Publishing
House; New York: Random House, 1978), p.53-54.
9

This homily was delivered in the presence of the then Governor-elect of Enugu
and many of his political associates. The sad reality is that things have not turned
out to be much different or better under his government or that of the others who
were

elected with home

at

that time.
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At the end of the twentieth century
of much of the civilized world. Our
are

barely prepared

With

Africa
still the poor cousins

we are

people

are

hungry,

our

youth

compete with their peers in the coming
has all but been wiped out
our courts are

to

century, civic society

-

dispensing justice,
longer places of
robust
and
research, our political and
teaching,
arguments
social system is riddled with corruption and ineptitude, our
people are not secure in their homes or on the streets. Our
workers are neither paid well nor promptly. There is decay
all because we have experienced a
everywhere you turn
barbarian invasion. The barbarians are no longer at the city gate.
They have come not in animal skins but in well-ironed uniforms,
agabda (danchiki), and Giorgio Armani suits. They are to be seen
in our ministries sitting in air-conditioned offices. They are to be
seen in our courts "dispensing" (mocking) justice. They are all
over in our schools wearing lofty academic gowns and carrying a
string of degrees after their names. They have also appeared in
our churches, clutching bibles and carrying prayer books that are
worn
from over-use. They are in our hospitals carrying
stethoscopes they really do not know how to use. Wherever and
whatever guise they appear, these barbarians have only one aim
not

our

universities

are

no

serious

-

-

to

end all civilization

ages to which
that they have

as we

know it and to return

us

to

the dark

they are best suited. The tragedy in this country
10
largely succeeded. We are all now victims.

is

The

question of leadership in African states is all the more
baffling when one notices the preponderance of leadership talents
at family and local community levels. It may be that African states
are only so in name and that the general citizenry has never quite
been able to identify themselves with the state as such. But even at
the local levels

one

often notices bizarre tendencies which indicate

self-aggrandizement, myopia and utter disregard for
good which can be very baffling at times. In short,
however, one looks at it, one must in all sincerity admit that Africa
a

penchant

the

10

for

common

Paulinus I. Odozor, C.S.Sp, "Pentecost People: Architects of A New
Humanity" unpublished homily, Spiritan International School of Theology,
Enugu, Nigeria, May 23, 1999. The idea of the barbarian at the gate was adopted
from John Courtney Murrray's book, We hold these Truths." Catholic Reflections
on the
American Proposition ( New York: Sheed and Ward, 1.960).
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is in dire need of

good leaders today. And unless such wise people
forthcoming,
paraphrase Gaudium et Spes, the future of the
African continent lies in great peril.
to

are

of abuse of "God"
Ironically, one of the greatest

Menace

threats to life in Africa is God. There

God-problem in Africa. I do not mean by this that there
problem of unbelief. In fact what A.G. Leonard said of the Igbo
in 1906 is still applicable to the generality of Africans: "they eat
religiously, drink religiously, bathe religiously, dress religiously
and sin religiously"!'. God is a problem in Africa today because of
the abuse of this supreme symbol of human devotion by some
people or groups of people in Africa. This abuse occurs in three
principal ways. First, God has become a source of schizophrenia.
Second, God has become an ideological and party patron for some
people. Third, God has been turned into a sectarian leader by some
political leaders.
Most Africans are no longer primary adherents of African
Traditional Religion (ATR). They are mostly either Christians or
Moslems. They are Chri stians because they have been baptized in
is

a

is

a

serious

Christian Churches. At crucial moments in their Ii ves, however,
one
often notices that many of these people are leading

schizophrenic lives. They resort to ATR or rather to the bit of it
they know. At other times, when it suits their purposes, they resort
to Christianity, or to the bit of it they find 'useful'. The result is
akin to what Alasdair McIntyre considers as the crisis of modernity
disjointed speech caused by disjointed translation from various
traditions, past and present. Although many of the city dwellers in
Africa no longer adhere to ATR or adequately pay allegiance to
Christianity, they have fallen into random and thoughtlessly
selecti ve appropriation of the beliefs and practices, which make
these traditions work. Furthermore, they have tried to subject those

-

11

A. G Leonard, The Lower Niger and Its Tribes (London 1906, rev. edition,
1968), p.429. Much of what I say in this section is taken from an article I
published in 1983 in Horizons: A Journal of Theology and Religion, vol Ipp.6578. This journal has since been renamed Bigard Studies. It is published at Bigard
Memorial Seminary, Enugu, Nigeria
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bits of them that

they

With

have

Africa

appropriated,

to a

single

and alien criterion of reasonableness. The fact is that the African

religious

worldview is

severely fractured,

now

disoriented and,

in the words of Mathew Kukah, "a fractured macrocosm"
There

are two

factor is the

Christianity

or

12

factors that account for this situation. The first

aggressive proselytization

undertaken

Islam and

by

since the advent of the two faiths. While Islam

from the north,

came

from the south. The second and

Christianity came
devastating factor is the haphazard and unsuccessful
catechesis and translation which today characterizes evangelization
in Africa. Nowhere has this arisen more perhaps in the African
Christianity I am familiar with than in the area of God the highest
symbol of our faith. In a bid to plant Christianity, the missionaries
chased the 'gods' of the ancestors from their groves. In their places
they sought to place the God of Jesus Christ about whom the
people were in fact taught little. In much of Africa, the missionaries
merely changed the designation of the "Supreme Being" without as
well changing the content it mediated. Today, many people treat
most

-

the God of Jesus Christ

pre-Christian

African

as

if he

evident both in the lives of
aware

of their

universality

place

a

of the ancestral deities of

The

existential

massive amount of

results

people who are
regard for

in the world and have little

of God's love because God still functions for them

'''tribal' warlord"

or as

political
points

As Mathew Kukah

political

were one

communities.

duties all

those who want to

over

Africa

cling

to

such abuse of God is not
do it sometimes.

Many

party leader.
out, God is

by

power

peculiar

the

high

are

not

the
as a

being conscripted for
mighty and by

and the

at all costs. It must be said that
to

Africa. Western leaders also

African leaders

camouflage

their

ineptitude

and corrupt ways with a facile resignation to the will of God. They
hand over to God responsibilities for which they assume or are

point is not that leaders should not be pious
and holy people. Indeed they ought to be. The problem arises when
God becomes an alibi for human failure or for the manipulation of
elected to office. The

12

Mathew Hassan Kukah,

Democracy and Civil Society ill Nigeria (Benin
books. limited, 1999), p.39

City/Kaduna.Lagos/Owerri: Spectrum
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the national consciousness. When leaders say they fear God, should
they be believed? When leaders call on God upon whom should
those who

are

the victims call for assistance? As

one

prominent

African scholar and cleric put it, "our officials swear in the name of
God to serve us, but they end up neither serving us nor God. The
ruler prays to God for succour, the coup plotter prays to
that his mission may succeed.,,}3
The third aspect to the God-problem in Africa has to do with a

illegitimate
God

so

growth

in

a

militant and intolerant brand of Islam which is bent

forced conversion and violent take

over

of states. From

on

Kenya, to
a jihadist

Nigeria, from Malawi to Senegal we see a faith with
mentality that is not interested in peaceful co-existence with other
faiths in a plural society. Islam today in much of Africa is bent on
wiping out difference by force with aid from sales of oil from the
rich Gulf States. In countries like Nigeria and Sudan one sees in
concrete

form the intentions of the

new

face of Islam. In the

name

of God, much violence is still being visited on Africans who refuse
Islam. Another aspect of the challenge of Islam in
Africa today is the arabization of much of the continent. The Arab
to convert to

world is still

being

colonial mission to Africa. Arab oil money is
funnelled to Muslim communities for the destabilization of
on

a

the continent, and Arabic has in many
of the elite and of commerce.

cases

become the

language

Racial and Ethnic Tensions

One of the most death

question

of

ethnicity.

dealing

elements in Africa

today

Consider the ethnic conflicts that

are

is the

going

in many parts of Africa today. The Igala vs the Idoma, Bassa vs
Gwari, Jukun vs Tiv, Tiv vs Rausa, Berber vs the black elements in
on

the Sudan, and the Hutu vs the Tutsi, to name just a few who are
continuously at each other's throat. The level of violence and
number of lives lost in these situations
violence gets
mix with

13

Ibid

even

religious

higher

are

daunting.

The level of

in those situations where ethnic

differences.

disputes
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The racial and ethnic tensions in Africa

pre-colonial times,

Africa

today often go back to
engaged in inter-ethnic

when these groups were
territory, trade routes, slave routes, trade

battles for the control of
or

other

particular

tensions in Africa
Africa's

colonial

local interests. However, much of the ethnic
can

be traced back

especially

Consider

masters.

the

to the

Rwandan

policies
case,

of
for

example. Although there had been tensions between the Hutus and
the Tutsis for a long time, it was the policy of the Belgians in
Rwanda, which really awakened the ethnic demon between these
peoples." What the Belgians did in Rwanda, the British attempted
also in Nigeria even though they did not quite succeed as the
Belgians did. The British Administration in Nigeria adopted a
strategy of divide and rule through the Indirect Rule or Native
Administration system. They chose a beloved ethnic group, the
Fulani, who are fair complexioned, tall, with nasal structure like
the Caucasians, and with a penchant for administration and
rulership. To the Fulani the British granted untold privileges with a
view to making them the super race of Nigeria. The saving grace
for Nigeria, if one may say so, is that the Fulani were slow in
accepting Western education, because they felt that it contaminated
their Islamic faith.
here is to show ways the genie of ethnicity was let
Africa. This genie has shown itself to be a demon of the

My point
out

on

most wicked

type, devouring African lives in the hundreds of

thousands every year and preventing meaningful progress, which
only come from peaceful co-existence. The Rwanda story is

can

still too fresh. And let

justifies

the

genocide

me

that

say outright that nothing whatsoever
visited on especially the Tutsi people

was

in 1994 and 1995. The

Nigerian situation is still a story in progress,
because you have a situation where the Fulani are emirs in lands
that are non Fulani land, and you have a situation as well where the
Fulani are prepared to do whatever is in their power to make sure

14

See Hassan Mathew Kukah, The Fractured Microcosm: The African Condition
for Moral Balance in the New World Order (Lagos State

and the Search

University: Faculty of
1,1998), p.14-15.
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that

no one

right

else rules

rule, and rule

to

have

a

God-given

Africa represent a veritable
to life in Africa. These tensions are a challenge, first,

The ethnic

challenge

Nigeria. They believe they
they must at all costs.

17

tensions

all

over

because of the sheer scale of the violence, death and destruction
which occurs in various African societies on this score and, second,
because

they

show

a

refusal to accept the full

humanity

of the other

who is not from my ethnic group.

The Debt Crisis
The massi ve attack

on

human life in Africa is worsened

crisis. Africa's external debt stock

with

a

debt-service burden of

now

some

by

the debt

stands at about $350 billion

25% of exports. The Global
civil
international
society

Campaign Against Poverty,
organisation, at the forefront of the campaign for debt forgiveness
for poor nations across the globe, notes that African nations
borrowed a total of $540 billion and had, by 2002, paid back $550
IS
billion, and yet owing $300 billion. This debt burden arose from a
complex mix of factors. "The debt problem is a form of bleeding
an

that sucks the lifeblood of indebted countries." There

things

are

a

few

that must be said about this

nation, whether in Africa
several times

over

or

phenomenon. Every indebted
repaid the initial sum
So, it is a myth to think of these

elsewhere has

with interests.

study of the debt crises reveals among
other things the inequities in terms of trade between the rich
nations and the rest of the world, the problem of having loans
denominated in the currencies of the creditors and the vulnerability
of the debtor nations when there is no intervening supervisory
authority and no means of declaring insolvency. Consider this
countries

as

defaulters. A

situation. A certain country in Africa, which borrowed less than $6
billion dollars initially about twenty years ago, is now saddled with
over

$32 billion dollars in debt in spite of the fact that this

same

to pay yearly interests on the loan. It has
for this country where the debt overhang is so

country has continued
come

15

to a

point

See Emma Ujah, "Nigeria's Debt Forgiveness: A News analysis"
http://vanguardngr.com/articles/2002/cover/julyOS/030nOOS/f3030nOOS.html.
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up more than 30% of its gross budget every
year to service its debt without putting any serious dent on the
principal loan. What this means is that this African country and
much that it has to

use

others like it have little left to invest in the welfare of their

after

servicing
is

which

Programs,

their debts. The ultimate result is

made

which the international

the panacea for
Third World economies.
about

the notorious

by

worse

as

The debt burden is

lending
everything that

so

unjust

peoples

crushing poverty,
Adjustment

Structural

institutions have bandied

aches African and other

and its effects

so

evil that the

failure of

so many otherwise decent people all around the world to
attention
to its devastating effects on Africa and other Third
pay
World countries is tantamount to a conspiracy and an acquiescence

to sin. The famous

John Noonan, has written
extensively about usury and of its demise as a theological issue in
Catholic moral theology. I believe the time has come for

theologians
enough? Is
amount

people

to

it

jurist

theologian,

usury. How much is
to allow the world's financial institutions the

return

right

of latitude

and

to

given

a

discussion

on

them to determine the fate of

so

many

in the world?

HIVIAIDS

Another serious issue that is

putting

Africa to risk is HIV/AIDS. In

the lives of

some

many people in
countries in Eastern and
so

Southern Africa, the HIVIAIDS situation is at a point where those
societies are now in danger of a demographic collapse, unless

something is done quickly. Many people in the West ascribe the
AIDS pandemic in these regions to loose living and therefore
maintain that these societies are paying the price for indiscipline.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Such assertions are
reminiscent of the day when HIV/AIDS was thought by some as
divine punishment on the Gay and Lesbian community. AIDS in
Africa is mostly a result of ignorance, carelessness, neglect,
poverty, inadequate funding of the health care sector of the
economy and, of course, some measure of promiscuity by some
individuals. Whatever its source, this is the time for concerted
action.
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Some Reflections and Some Initial
I have

so

far in the

witnessing

a

preceding

massive attack

Suggestions

section tried to show that Africa is

on

human life. I have also tried to

show that this attack is the result of various factors, which are not
always the concern of people outside the continent, factors that are
not

to Africa but are

just unique

indeed structural and endemic. The
does

being

These
in

are

in

solidarity

widespread that they are
question therefore arises: what

also

so

with Africa mean? What

can

it entail?

indeed very weighty questions which cannot be answered
I will make the following suggestions.

a vacuum.

First, being in solidarity with Africa would

mean

taking

Africa

continent of human

beings. As Pope John Paul II
solidarity is valid, when we recognize
16
one another as persons.
The rest of the world hardly takes Africa
What
seriously enough.
happens on the continent is either
exaggerated (when they are bad) or underrated when they are good.
seriously as
pointed out,

the exercise of

There is

doubt that Africa has had

no

a

more

than its fair share of

diseases, political instabilities and other forms of disasters
and human-made. The roots of these

-

natural

often both

problems
problems are daunting
to
crush
race
of
God's
even
on a good day. Yet
enough
any
people
much of the world does not seem to care enough. This apathy and
are

internal and external. Some of the current

be accounted for in various ways. The first is the
human tendency to ignore persons and issues which do not appear
to be of immediate relevance to us especially when these seem
indifference

can

"safely" far away.
compounded by
endemic

With

particular reference

to

Africa, this apathy is

of factors like distance, the seemingly
and intractable problems associated with Africa and
a

set

historic racism which

prefers

to see Africa in

human category.
Sometimes it is

a

somewhat less than

impossible for people and governments in the
West to bring themselves to judge the sufferings and achievements
of Africa and Africans with the same historical compassion and
yardsticks that have been applied elsewhere. For instance, no
nation or race has ever recovered from major cataclysms without
16

John Paul II, Sollicitudo Rei Socialis,

no.
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massive, planned and sustained aid. Germany after World War II
had

Marshall

a

Plan.

South

American aid. America

Korea

still

substantive

receives

Israel, whose population is less than

gi
Nigeria's, $3b per annum, and Japan was helped to its feet
after World War II by massive western aid. After the war in the
Balkans, the western nations and Japan have pumped in billions of
dollars to aid recovery. Already billions of dollars are being
earmarked as aid to post-war Iraq. What many fail to realize is that
no place in the history of the world has had to survi ve the
magnitude of affliction that has befallen Africa; no peoples forced
to endure the persistent plunder of its people and resources as has
Africa for centuries. The ravages of slavery and mindless
vandalism of colonial rule have never been addressed by the world.
So for Africa, there has never been a clearly thought-out aid plan.
Second, people are tired of hearing about Africa's woes. They
have grown pessimistic about its chances for redemption, so to
speak. The result of this boredom is that many Westerners fail to
see the structural injustices with which Africans are grappling and
they are blind to the bright rays of hope coming out of Africa. The
ves

half of

same

loves

is true of many Africans themselves. Therefore, anyone who
Africa must help the peoples of Africa re-image their
.

continent. Africans must be

world. Africans must

leaders who

helped first
again
helped to

to

be

service of one's country
for self-enrichment or for

see

imagine

dream of
as an

a

an

alternative

land ruled

honour and not

by

as an

ego-tripping. There is so
in Africa towards the ability of the state to look
after the interest of its people. We must help Africans dream of a
continent where citizens who want to work can find meaningful
opportunity
much cynicism

work to sustain them and their families. Africans must be able to
continent where everyone is respected and treated with
dignity, because he or she is also made in the image and

dream of

equal

a

world, every child will have the right
education,
parentage. In short, we must
dream of African societies which are founded on freedom, justice
likeness of God. In this

to

and

no

equality

new

matter his or her

for all. It is

only

the barbarians back whence
Africans

are

not

sitting

when this is done that

they

down with

came.

arms

The

good

we can
news

chase

is that

folded, waiting for the

rest
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of the world to

come

to solve their

problems.
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From the

political

to

the social, from the religious to the economic, there is a vibrancy to
life in Africa which is heartening and which is indicative of what
President Thabo Mbeki of South Africa has
the African Renaissance. Much is
much

often referred to

so

already being

as

done. However,

needs to be done.

more

Third, considering the role the religions are playing for good
and sometimes for ill in Africa, I believe that the time has come for

truly African Religious Council. W� have already had a synod of
bishops for Africa. This synod was a purely Roman Catholic affair
a

-

a

factor which limits its effectiveness. What

gathering

we now

need is

of all African faiths in Council in Africa to deliberate

a

on

Africa's many social, economic, cultural, and other problems with
a view to determining in what ways the various faith traditions can
help create a more humane environment in Africa. We need

something

like

least among

religious equivalent of the
Christians, to map out specific
a

African Union, at
ways the religions can

new

help.
The

missionary

effort in Africa has

so

far concentrated

on

planting the faith in parts of the continent where the Christian faith
has not been heard and has been scarcely heard. This has yielded
of the most urgent
tasks at the moment in Africa is that of preaching and

tremendous results. I believe however that

one

missionary
working for
has already
much

reconciliation among the various peoples of Africa. As
been pointed out, the African psyche has been very
bruised in many ways. People are going around with

memories of true

perceived wrongs. And there is nothing on
dangerous than human beings walking around with
memories that are hurting helplessly from oppression and other
forms of injustices, real or imagined. Just look at the Balkans,
Rwanda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Sudan, among
many other places. Failure to address some of these issues has

earth

or

more

resulted and continues to result in many ethnic clashes and much
loss of life sometimes. The Church in Africa must pay attention to
the historical issues that stand in the way of peaceful co-existence
between several African peoples. It must, in other words, consider

22
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to heal memories of so many

aggrieved

st

Africa

century Africa

African

Fourth, the Christian Church in Africa

to

work

peoples.

must find

way to

a

engage Islam much more closely. I am aware that much is already
being done in this regard. However, I have a belief that Islam in
Africa is

being

religions

in Africa to account for their contributions to Africa's

let off too

quickly.

The time has

ask all

come to

progress or decline, for Africa's stability or instability. The time
has come for all religions in Africa to be called to account for any

of violence, abuse or injustice, which is perpetrated in its
name. The Churches and other well-meaning persons have to speak
acts

up against the funding of Islamic militancy and terror in Africa by
countries like Saudi Arabia and Libya in the name of Islamic

expansion. I have nothing against legitimate missionary endeavours
by any religion. However, such proselytising must be respectful of
people's right to decide what ways they want to worship God. It
must accept the inevitability of pluralism of views as a way of
modem life. The tendency to create pure Islamic societies by
destroying anyone else who is not Muslim whether in the Sudan,
parts of Northern Nigeria, or elsewhere, must stop.
Fifth, many parts of the world owe Africa a lot of apologies
and restitution. The impact of hundreds of year of colonialism and
slavery are still very evident in the social, cultural and economic
life of African societies. The Japanese in North America have
received apologies and compensation for their treatment in Canada
and the United States during the 2nd World war. The Jews have
rightly been receiving apologies and compensations for their
treatment during the holocaust. Why does no one seem to think it is
right for the Western world to officially acknowledge the evils
perpetrated on Africa for the many centuries when foreigners
vandalized the land, looted African wealth to support their
populations at home, forcibly took away some of Africa's best
and

women

in servitude? These

were

all massive attacks

on

own
men

African

lives that continue to influence the pace of events on the continent.
My final point comes in the form of a plea for help to Africa
from all

asking

persons everywhere. No, I
for money for Africa. Too many people have

well-meaning

am

not

given

just

up

on
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Afro-pessimism is doing more
damage
anything else. We must encourage
people to look towards Africa and not to give up on Africa. Look
into Africa. Embrace Africa in whatever way you can. The ready
pessimism, which characterizes much of the Western attitude to
Africa, is preventing many good people around the world from
noticing that God is doing some very good things for humankind in
Africa and from sharing in the many blessings and joys which God
is offering humanity in this present age through Africa. This should
not be the case. Every African and every friend of Africa must
resolve not to let Africa be relegated to the backburner any more. It
is neither human, Christian, nor in the interest of humanity to do so.
Africa

as

a

to

hopeless

case.

This

African lives than

We must not let Africa die.

Solidarity

between Africans and African Americans

In this final section I will consider the

challenges

of

solidarity
a special
atmosphere of

between Africans and African Americans. The need for
consideration of how to create and sustain

solidarity
obviously
with

an

between

Africans

and

African

an

Americans

arises

from historical and racial consideration.

iota of "black blood" in him

or

Every person
her has racial and historical

roots to and claims on Africa.

The Situation
Let

us

now

ofAfrican Americans
tum

to

look at the

African

American

situation.

peoples of African descent in this country
dramatically since the civil rights era it still leaves

the situation of

Although
has improved

much to be desired. The African American

fully enjoy

the

dividend

from

the

community has yet
civil rights protests
more liable to drop out

to

of

of
yesteryears. Blacks in this country are
school than anyone else. The pregnancy rate among black young
people is proportionately higher than that of any other population
group. HIV/AIDS is fast becoming a black person's disease. As is
the case on the African continent, so here: young black persons,
especially women, are contracting the HIV virus at a much higher
elsewhere. The gap between those who have
the glass ceiling imposed by old prejudices and the

rate than their peers

broken

through
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community who are still trapped in poverty and a
hopelessness in the inner cities keeps growing. The results of
all these are there for anyone with eyes to see: Our young people
are more likely to be caught peddling drugs or being puns in the
hands of drug dealers. They are more likely to be arrested for
violent
crimes
than
their
and
they make up a
peers
disproportionately higher percentage of the prison population in
of the black

rest

life of

this country than any other group.
Many years after the storied civil
we must
are

ask whether the

the hallmark of

some

rights protests and marches
decadent sexually explicit gyrations that
TV stations that are supposed to cater to

black interests in this country are the reasons for which many of
our African American ancestors suffered and died. Did Martin
Luther

King, Jr.,

die

so

that

more

black

women

be

can

single

mothers at age 14 and 15? Was Malcolm X assassinated so that the
few who have made it can live in homes that cost millions of

dollars ride four of five

Jaguars

and Rolls

Royces

at the same

time,

private jets al I at once when the bulk of young black students
are trapped in poorly funded and ill-equipped inner city schools?
The situation of the black person in America today needs to be
looked at again by those of us who have been lucky to make
something of our lives. I believe the civil rights movement and the
gains therefrom were only a start and not an end. What was
achieved was the assurance that the law would no longer be used as
a stumbling block to the realization of the equal humanity of
anyone, including peoples of colour. What the civil rights gains of
own

the 60s and 70s did not and could not have addressed

historical structural deficiencies which

today's problems

are

largely

the

in the African American

these deficiencies is at the centre of the

were

sources

the

of

Attention to

community.
solidarity we seek

between

African Americans and the recent arrivals from Africa.
and

To get the discussion on solidarity between these two groups
beyond, I will first talk about the state of the relationship

between Africans and African Americans
it.

as

I

can

currently

observe
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Today:
wrote

that

there

was

remarkable

ignorance about Africa among African Americans. St
Clair Drake stated that despite the ever-present consciousness of

Africa

only

a

few African Americans since the American civil
'

had had any face to face contact with Africans.l Shawn
as well that "even today, few Americans black

remarks

have been instructed

adequately
deficiency leaves

war

Copeland
or

white,

about the continent and its varied

ignorant: most of the
time, most of us think of Africa and its people as a nether world, a
dark and dangerous place whose peoples are unable to execute
intricate programs or projects except with Western intervention.?"
Ignorance of the history and socio-economic reality of African
Americans is equally grave on the part of many Africans who have
just arrived from Africa. Sometimes these recent arrivals hold

peoples.

This

Americans

African Americans in contempt due to lack of poor educational and
professional attainments, loose moral value and poverty. They

hardly ever want to know the cultural/historical realities they see
and they often do whatever they can to distance themselves from
the African American community. The fact is that every person of
African descent in this country today is an African American.
Whether our parents arrived here on slave ships or we ourselves
came over on Boeing 747s we are all under the same constraints,
we face the same challenges and we must find ways to work for a
world in which persons and peoples of African descent can achieve
their God-given potentials and take their place with dignity among
human beings everywhere.

17

St Clair Drake,

"Negro

Americans and the African Interest in The American

Book, ed

Negro Reference
by John P. Davis (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1966), p.664. Quoted in Shawn Copeland, "To Re-Member Us Whole: Pain
and Promises in the Call to

-solidarity Between Africans and African American"
Unpublished paper presented at the Conference on Solidarity with Africa held at
Enugu Nigeria, January 5-9, 2004). p.ll
18
Shawn Copeland, "To Re-Member Us Whole: Pain and Promises in the Call to
-solidarity Between Africans and African American", p.ll
,
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do?

Solidarity entails concrete praxis. And, as Shawn Copeland says,
"the praxis of authentic solidarity requires that we act with and
beside the other.,,19 I want to suggest a number of ways we can act
with and beside each other and thus create

peoples

of African decent

can

flourish

more

an

than

atmosphere where
they now do.

First, solidarity between Africans and African Americans

requires that we find ways to immerse ourselves in each others'
world. Every African in this country must find time to study
African American history. If we do so we will be able to come to a
better appreciation of the issues and challenges that shaped and
continue to shape the lives of every African American person in
this country. For priests, nuns and other pastoral workers from
Africa to the US familiarity with African American history is
doubly crucial. So crucial in fact that they should not be allowed to
work in any pastoral setting until they have demonstrated such
knowledge in some way.
Second, African Americans

their part should be more open
to the presence of Africans among them. The experience of many
Africans is that sometimes their greatest foes are African
on

Americans. From the occasional African American

officer who does

everything

immigration

make your life difficult when they
African accent (even when his or her
to

discover you speak with an
white colleague has cleared you) to those African Americans in the
work

place

them

who rather than

see

threats.

the situation I describe here is not the

their African

colleagues

as

allies

Luckily,
general norm since a lot of us, present company included, have had
the experience of being accepted without reservation by their
African American brothers and sisters. The point really is that
Africans here and African Americans must all find ways to change
the negative images we have of each other. In addition to the
physical trauma and other types of suffering which the slave trade
inflicted on Africans everywhere, that exercise left a deep scar of
mistrust on the psyche of Africans on both sides of the Atlantic.
see

For, let
19

Shawn

as

us

face it,

we

Africans must admit that

Copeland, Ibid., p.14

some

African rulers
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and potentates connived with the white slave merchants to sell off
own kith and kin "to unknown destinations in exchange for

their

useless

like

wares

drinks.,,2o

Africans

trinkets,

mirrors,

firearms,

and

alcoholic

of the role

our
becoming increasingly
I
one
we
trade.
that
all
played
despicable
day
hope
of African descent will proclaim a period of common public
atonement to ask the forgiveness of our kith and kin who endured
the horrors of the Middle Passage and beyond and to excise the
spirit of hate and backwardness which the actions of some of our
ancestors have brought on African peoples everywhere.
are

aware

in this

ancestors

many African Americans as can do so should visit
Africa. As President Olusegun Obasanjo said during his trip to

Third,

as

Notre Dame in 2003

on

the occasion of the conference

on

solidarity

with Africa: "Visit Africa. What you know, you tend to love and
The sad reality is that the image of Africa which

appreciate.v"

most

African Americans carry with them is often as distorted
people in the western hemisphere because it is

that of most

as

an

image which comes second hand from the media. A first hand
acquaintance would go a long way to wipe off some of the negative
imageries people in the west often associate with Africa and
replace them with realistic ones. The Africa people are bound to
discover would certainly reveal a continent of people who have
their joys and their own challenges and who are striving like people
elsewhere to Ii ve their li ves as best they know how and are able to.
Fourth, many African Americans today are in the position to
be

advocates

disadvantages

for Africa

and must do

Africa suffers

today

so.

One

of the

is that it often has

no

great
voice

where it matters most to have voice. In such circumstances Africa
could benefit from the voices of her friends and her

daughters

in the

Diaspora

be

so

If

we

managed

sons

and

to make it to these

had such friends, Rwanda would not have
had such friends Africa's debt overhang would not

exclusive clubs. If

happened.

who have

we

burdensome.

20

Archbishop John O. Onaiyekan, "The Image of Africa in the world's
Origins vol.33, no.18 (October 2003), p.301
�erception,"
1
President Olusegun Obasanjo, "The Wind of Change in Africa Today," in
Origins vol. 33, no 18 (October 2003), p.298
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Fifth, for their part, Africans who
must
areas

find ways

to

especially

in such crucial

private

answer

now

live in the United States

prevention.
just to pull

is not

school. In those

areas

education and health, and
If the local school is failing your

areas as

with

him
a

or

her out and into

large

Americans and other racial minorities such
of the poor families are therefore
those who have the visibility in the

rest

Africa

involve themselves in the local affairs of their

crime and HIV/AIDS
child the

With

a

special

concentration of African
an

action

means

that the

of the voices of

deprived
community

to

effect any

meaningful change.
Finally, we must acknowledge the truth contained in the
saying that united we stand and divided we fall. No one group can
today effect change alone. In this regard we must find ways of
being in constant communication with each other for the good of
our people and other peoples everywhere. This is the basis for
solidarity we seek.

